


Who we are

LeEco is a leading global technology and internet company establishing an Open 

Ecosystem platform as the new way forward for next-generation experiences and a 

truly connected lifestyle.



Next-generation products

Ecophones

Ecotvs

Virtual reality

Connected bikes 

Smart cars 

Entertainment 



Core Values

Innovation in design, latest technology and features

Breaking boundaries of innovation and experimentation

Convergent experiences in which content is at the center

Premium for All — affordable, but featuring the best in class technology



Ecosystem User Interface 
(eui)

A kaleidoscope of streaming movies, shows, TV channels and more, 

LeEco’s ecosystem user interface (eui) transforms entertainment 

with our signature app collection and a seamless experience across 

devices. 



Le Pro3 ecophone



All-around brilliance

Beautiful design

Powerful performance

Premium features

Amazing audio

Attractive pricing

Top entertainment



Leading features

2.5D Curved 
Design

Continual Digital 
Lossless Audio, 
Dolby Atmos®

Qualcomm®

Snapdragon™ 821

Ecosystem User 
Interface

16 MP Main Camera
8 MP Front Camera

DirecTV NOW

4070 mAh
Battery

EcoPass

821

Fingerprint 
Scanner

USB Type-C
Qualcomm® Quick 

Charge™ 3.0 

4 GB RAM
64 GB ROM

NFC Android Pay Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®



Lightning-fast performance

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 821

Qualcomm® Kryo™ CPU

High speed, 2.4GHz, 64-bit, quad-core, Low power 

consumption

Qualcomm® Hexagon™ 680 DSP

Advanced image processing, “always-on” sensors, 

low power consumption

Qualcomm® Adreno™ 530 GPU

Better graphics, amazing gaming and video 

streaming experience

Snapdragon™ X12 LTE

Faster connectivity (up to 600 Mbps 

downloads, up to 150 Mbps uploads)



Most advanced Snapdragon™

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 821

Qualcomm® Kryo™ CPU

10% faster compared to 

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™

820 

Qualcomm® Hexagon™ 680 DSP

Better performance and 

battery life 

Qualcomm® Adreno™ 530 GPU

5% faster compared to 

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 820 Adreno 

530 GPU

Snapdragon™ X12 LTE

3-times faster upload and 33% faster 

download speeds compared to X10 LTE



Performance powerhouse

Fastest processor 

Launch faster

Stream smoothly 

Game without interruption

Better connectivity

LTE-A for fastest network speeds 

when available

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth®

Incredible memory 

4 GB RAM

Faster loading

Better multi-tasking

Generous storage

64 GB ROM

Unlimited storage (photo/video)

More space for 1080P, 4K videos and a

library of music



All the space you need

With a generous 64 GB of storage, this ecophone packs enough 

space for all of your files. 

11,000+ high resolution, 16 MP photos

300+ minutes of 1080P videos

80+ minutes of 4K video storage

16,000+ songs on average



Do more. Charge less. 

4070 mAh battery

33 hours of talk time

12 hours of streaming video

49 hours of music playback

20 minutes, 33% charge, 11 hours talk time



Advanced charging technology

We didn’t just fit an incredibly powerful battery into a slim phone, we upped the game with quick charging and data transfer. That means less 

time waiting, more time doing.

Type-C

Instant data transfer 

Fast charging

Qualcomm Quick Charge™ 3.0

4x faster than conventional charging 

38% more efficient than QC 2.0



Fearless innovation — CDLA

Experience pure audio through award winning CDLA technology 

Customized, embedded decoding chip on LeEco CDLA earphones

Digital audio decoded directly on earphones offers lossless quality

World’s first company to replace old fashioned 3.5mm audio jack

World’s first company to introduce Type-C port for digital audio.



Stellar audio package

Dual stereo speakers for premium sound 

Continual Digital Lossless Audio (CDLA) technology 

Surround sound effects of Dolby Atmos®



Brilliant design

2.5D curved edges for a smooth finish

Fine, brushed metal backing for a polished look and feel

Exceptionally crafted at every angle



Built to last

5.5-inch Full HD brilliant display

Corning® Gorilla® Glass reinforced screen

All-metal body for added durability 



Access in an instant

Store up to 5 fingerprints

Assign fingerprint to work with specific apps

Less than one second to unlock

99.95% accuracy rate with haptic feedback

Works with banking, credit and payment apps



Shop, transfer and connect

Pay

Make payments easily using Android Pay

Share

Transfer data to another Android device by simply 

tapping devices

Learn

Tap NFC tags to learn more



Le S3 ecophone



Category leading performance

Fast processor 

Stellar graphics – Adreno™ 510

Octa-core performance

Smooth video streaming

Better connectivity

LTE-A for fastest network speeds 

when available

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth®

Ample memory 

3 GB RAM

Fast app loading

Multi-tasking 

Sufficient storage

32 GB ROM

Unlimited storage (photo/video)

More space for 1080P, 4K videos and a

library of music



Every photo a favorite

16 MP Main
8 MP Front 

Camera

OV16880 PDAF 6P Lens F2.0 Aperture

Vivid pictures and panoramas on a 16 MP main camera

Capture perfect selfies on an 8 MP front camera

Fingerprint scanner doubles as camera shutter 

Store 5000+ high resolution photos on your Le S3

Unlimited cloud storage for photos with membership



Capture crisp videos in 4K

Store 40+ minutes of 4K videos on your Le S3

Take Slo-Mo videos in 1080P

Store 150+ minutes of 1080P videos on your Le S3 

Unlimited, uncompressed video storage with membership

Crisp vivid video



Award-winning 
technology

Continual Digital Lossless Audio (CDLA) technology

Our CDLA earphones won the 2017 CES Award in the Headphone category 



Designed for life

5.5-inch Full HD brilliant display

Corning® Gorilla® Glass reinforced screen

All-metal body for added durability

Better profile, thin and lightweight

Smooth satin finish with accented edges



Swipe your ecophone screen during any LIVE or Le entertainment to 

cast on your ecotv screen. All ecotv’s also have built-in Google Cast™.

Cast entertainment in an 
instant!



EcoPass



EcoPass

Device protection Entertainment Cloud StorageDIRECTV NOW
Priority customer 

support

For a limited time with your ecophone purchase, receive a 3-month trial of EcoPass membership and enjoy:

2 year extended warranty
2 devices covered

Earn EcoPoints
Top content partners

Unlimited storage for photos 
& videos

5TB for other files

3 months trial or earn 
EcoPoints

60+ live channels

Call priority for 
service calls



Product Reviews

“Well-constructed with fast performance and long battery 

life.”

"The internals are envy inducing. Inside the phone beats the 

heart of a monster!”

"A strong phone to pin LeEco's US debut on. It has premium 

hardware at a sweet $400 price.”

“Incredibly fast, great screen, huge long lasting battery, great 

camera and the UI is clean and easy to use.”

“The phone is a beast by all measures…. This phone is as good 

as Google pixel for half the price!”

“This device is fantastic quality. You are not going to find a better 

deal for the price. Top notch hardware.”

Media Consumer



UP2U



UP2U — our brand promise

In our user planning to user (UP2U) philosophy, ideas and feedback from our users go directly 

to our Engineering Team to help us improve and even invent products and content. UP2U is 

our brand promise. 



Summary



Le Pro3: Simply gorgeous

With its incredible performance and premium features, the Le Pro3 

promises top-of-the-line technology at an incredibly affordable price.

Beautiful design

Powerful performance

Premium features

Amazing audio

Attractive pricing

Top entertainment



Le S3: Let’s go

From personalized entertainment and intelligent interface to sleek metal design, 

the Le S3 ecophone is the perfect companion for any lifestyle. 

Attractive design

Strong performance

Category leading features

Amazing audio

Attractive pricing

Top entertainment




